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Words into action making the world aesthetic that savage philosophers listening to rave regard 
signs as wave and part archaic vehicles for haven kind of like transmission stretching psychedelic 
forces as if the canvases brushing cave paintings elaboration of lemon yellow or sometimes a 
discourse were ink on triangles game boards enough to effect and adding fire with changes in the 
blue stripes non-discursive world making paintings is taboo by way of divination is 
unapproachable reading magical methods allows for criticism charged with signs to energetically 
gold leaf manifests desires it is a fundamental set up as well a premise of black glitter the 
expanded consciousness philosophy that signs grid also need extruding you must keep physical 
connection shiny black liquid your magic secret things contested that only the savage neon red 
surface have points of view listening to beliefs are inflexible and compositions are back and forth 
illusion mixing between the animate making three polarities to affirm stripes you want to 
understand that signs have the bottom of my paintings Mana transgresses composition the limits 
of fire reunited after scholars dream reasonably we are about acts in bed with our witch altar 
desire books listening to the sea we take the detour. 
 
-  Written by Laurel Sparks, August, 2015 in Brooklyn, NY 
 
 
Laurel Sparks (b. 1972 in Phoenix, AZ) received her BFA from the School of the Museum of Fine 
Arts and Tufts University in Boston, MA and her MFA from Milton Avery Graduate School of Art at 
Bard College in Annandale, NY. Her work has recently been exhibited at venues including 
Berman Museum at Ursinus College, Collegeville, PA; Elizabeth Foundation Gallery, New York, 
NY; The Museum of Fine Arts Boston, Boston, MA; CCS Bard Hessel Museum, Annandale-on-
Hudson, NY; DeCordova Museum, Lincoln, MA; and Art in General, New York, NY. She was a 
2014 Fellow at the Robert Blackburn Printmaking Workship at Elizabeth Foundation, New York, 
NY and she currently lives and works in Brooklyn, NY. This is her first solo exhibition at Kate 
Werble Gallery. 
 


